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 Economic growth differentials expected to narrow further as 
Emerging Markets (EM) address inflationary pressures while 
policy in Developed Markets (DM) remains expansionary. 

 Overall, we remain overweight global equities, although the 
risk of short-term weakness has been heightened by recent 
tensions in the Middle East. 

 We continue to favour DM over EM due to valuations, growth 
profiles and macroeconomic policy divergence. 

 We remain overweight on the US, Japan and Taiwan equity 
markets. We remain underweight China and India equity 
markets. 

 Europe retained at market-weight given uncertainty 
surrounding the ability/willingness to address sovereign 
debt sustainability in the periphery and ECB hawkishness. 

 We remain underweight bonds and have downgraded our 
overweight stance on high yield bonds due to deterioration 
in the risk-reward profile. 

 Favoured FX plays are Long Singapore dollar versus the G3 
currencies (USD, EUR and JPY) and Short USD-CNY.  

 Risks of AUD correction growing with speculative longs 
hitting record high 

 Use safe-haven-induced rallies to further reduce US 10yr 
Treasury positions looking for 4.25% to 4.50% yield in Q2.  

 Turmoil in the Middle East has knocked Europe off the 
number one spot in terms of near-term risk factors. 

 Our central scenario is the Middle East situation will be 
resolved relatively quickly, and as such is likely to be a 
temporary market event rather than one that changes the 
fundamental economic landscape.  

 We explore a sustained USD 150 per barrel scenario. 

         Steve Brice  

 Chief Investment Strategist 
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The themes we have focused on have generally played out as 

expected. This includes the key call that Developed Market (DM) 

equities will outperform Emerging Market (EM) equities with strong 

performances from both the US and Japan, in line with our overweight 

calls here. European equities have continued to perform strongly, 

which is more of an opportunity lost rather than something that hurts 

us directly given our neutral call for this geography.  

 

Meanwhile, investment grade bonds have generally underperformed 

the high yield segment against the backdrop of renewed economic 

confidence and concerns about government debt profile, particularly 

in the West. High yield Asian credits have outperformed against 

expectations that the global and regional economy will experience a 

soft-landing with growth holding up well (more on this below).  

 

Our view that commodities would generally outperform gold worked 

very well in January and on a year-to-date basis gold’s performance is 

still inferior. However, the performance since our last Monthly Market 

View has almost matched the wider commodity complex and we no 

longer have a conviction that gold will underperform going forward 

given the introduction of significant geo-political concerns.  

 

Our big picture calls for USD weakness, particularly against NE Asian 

currencies, have not yet borne fruit. However, we still hold the view 

that this will ultimately happen, although it may be deferred until H2 

2011 when risk appetite is expected to pick-up again.  

 

 

 

 

 

Outside of India, there have been no significant downgrades in 

consensus economic growth forecasts. Indeed, in most of the major 

markets we have seen a modest upgrade in forecasts and there are 

scant signs that this will change in the foreseeable future. Indeed, in 

the US, growth is likely to remain supported by very accommodative 

policy settings together with significant job creation going forward. In 

Europe, we have had some disappointing data out of Germany (e.g. 

PMI, industrial production and factory orders), but this is not outside 

the realm of the recovery path we expect to continue. We are above 

consensus on growth estimates for Europe and Japan.  The three 
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countries where we remain significantly below consensus are China, 

India and the UK.  

 

Whereas until recently we could place most of the world into two 

buckets from a monetary policy perspective, we are now forced to 

create a third.  

 

In the US and Japan, interest rates are likely to remain low for a very 

long time. In Emerging Markets, faced with increasing inflationary 

pressure, central banks have already embarked on a tightening cycle 

and there are scant signs that this cycle is about to abate. Indeed, one 

could argue higher oil prices will increase the scope for rate hikes 

going forward (more on this later).  

 

What has changed is interest rate expectations in Europe. Truth be 

told, the UK has been struggling for some time with inflation above 

target and it is clear that some Bank of England Monetary Policy 

Committee (BOE MPC) members are getting nervous about holding 

interest rates so low in the face of this. There is talk of the BOE hiking 

rates as soon as May despite continued economic weakness, 

although we doubt they are ready yet to pull the trigger. At the 

European Central Bank, we are getting more hawkish commentary 

from its senior representatives, which is bringing forward rate hike 

expectations. Higher oil prices merely reinforce these concerns for the 

inflation-fighting central banks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Bonds 

 

We remain underweight the bond universe in general. Sovereign and 

investment grade bonds are either under pressure due to either 1) 

strengthening growth – US, Japan, Europe; 2) interest rates cycles – 

in the EM world and increasingly Europe; or 3) concerns about the 

fiscal outlook  – US, Europe and Japan.  The only saving grace for 

this segment is the possibility that increased risk aversion surrounding 

the Middle East situation could lead to safe-haven flows into 

government securities, particularly in the US. However, we continue to 

look for 10 year US Treasury to hit 4.25-4.50% in Q2.  

 

Meanwhile, we have tactically downgraded our overweight stance on 

high-yield debt. This is based on two factors. First, we have seen a 

Investment strategies 

 
 
 
 
 
3 categories of central banks – no hikers, 
future hikers, current hikers 

So far What's left in '11
US 0 0
Japan 0 0
UK* 0 0
Europe 0 75
India 175 50
China 75 50
Korea 75 75
Taiwan 37.5 37.5  
Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered Bank 
* UK moving towards hikes, but not there yet in 
2011 
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massive and largely indiscriminate narrowing in spreads on heavy 

portfolio flows into HY debt. Therefore, the reward to holding such 

investments has reduced significantly. Meanwhile, the risks have 

increased, at least on a temporary basis, which suggests the prudent 

course of action would be to wait for better entry levels to emerge 

before adding to positions in this asset class.  

 

 

 Equities 

 

We continue to favour Developed Markets over Emerging Markets. 

For the US, the reasons for our overweight stance on a 3-month basis 

are as follows:  

1) we expect short term interest rates to remain negative in real 

terms for the foreseeable future which will push people into riskier 

asset classes 

2) the economic outlook remains positive with strong employment 

gains to add to consumer purchasing power, higher oil prices 

notwithstanding 

3) high levels of spare capacity are likely to remain in place well 

through 2011, which means that pressure on profit margins 

should be limited 

4) valuations are below historical averages which should allow for a 

re-rating and mitigate the impact of any negative news 

5) If the environment deteriorates suddenly and significantly, the US 

should be hit less than Emerging Markets.  

 

Our overweight position for Japan is rationalized in a similar way to 

the US.  

 

For now, we are neutral on European stocks despite very attractive 

valuations at the headline level. The main reasons for this cautious 

stance are:  

1) the recent optimism on a political solution to the solvency 

challenges being faced by the periphery is likely to be challenged. 

2) German elections could lead to some short term volatility. 

3) The ECB is likely to embark on tightening monetary policy in the 

not-too-distant future in response to rising inflationary pressures 

in core Europe. 

 

In Asia, the picture is significantly different to the outlook above. 

Inflation is already a key issue in the face of strong lending growth, 

the eradication of output gaps, tight labour markets, rising wages, 

accelerating food prices and, now, rising oil prices. All this means that 

the extent of the tightening cycle in Asia is still unclear and markets 

are still taking a rather sanguine view of this outlook. For the time 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Spare capacity in product and labour 
markets suggest limited profit margin 
pressures  
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being, the markets are looking for a soft-landing. Indeed, even our 

below consensus forecasts China and India growth, at 8.5% and 8.1% 

respectively, are hardly Armageddon-like.  

 

However, the risks appear to be skewed towards a harder landing 

than is currently being discounted by the market. It is against this 

backdrop that the Global Investment Committee retained its 

underweight recommendations for both China and India stock markets 

on a 3-month basis while acknowledging that greater value is 

emerging by retaining an overweight view on a 12-month view. 

Meanwhile, we downgraded South Korea from an overweight 3-month 

stance to neutral as its exporters are heavy users of commodities in it 

production cycle. 

 

A key question is ‘what would we need to see in Asia for us to 

become more optimistic?’ There are two things that are key. First, that 

central banks get ahead of the curve such that inflation comes under 

control, setting the stage for easier monetary policies going forward. 

Second, that economies either avoid a hard-landing all together or we 

see signs of a recovery coming into place.  

 

 

 Commodities 

 

On the commodity front, the fundamentals also appear to be pointing 

to higher levels, but speculative positioning is still very high which 

suggests short-term corrections are possible. Versus the forward rate, 

we remain bullish on most commodities, including platinum, copper, 

aluminium, sugar, cotton and cocoa. Gold has performed well in 

recent times and our medium term forecast is still for further gains, 

something that recent geo-political developments should support.  

 

The area where we are not as bullish as the forwards is oil, although 

there are huge risks to this central scenario – more on this below.  

 

 

 

 

 

Naturally, the key risk on everybody’s mind is recent developments in 

the Middle East with the concern being their impact on oil prices. The 

reason for concern is that higher oil prices have a stagflationary 

impact – ie. reducing growth (by undermining discretionary spending) 

and increasing inflation. The fear, therefore, is higher oil prices could 

totally change the macroeconomics drivers that have been supporting 

equity and commodity markets in recent months.  

Key Risks

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oil prices surge on Middle East tensions 

Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered Bank 
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On the face of it, this should not be a big deal. At the moment, the 

focus is on Libya, which produces only 1.6 million barrels a day 

(mbpd) of crude oil. With the International Energy Agency (IEA) 

estimating that the excess capacity is 4.7mbpd, in theory any shortfall 

in production from Libya should be easily covered.  

 

However, there are several reasons to be less sanguine. First, due to 

the opaqueness of data, there is huge uncertainty surrounding the 

spare capacity measurements. For instance, Cambridge Energy 

Research Associates estimate the surplus capacity to be a mere 

3.4mbpd. Meanwhile, the strength of the global economy s expected 

to add 2.0mbpd in demand in 2011 while output increases by a mere 

0.9mbpd. This will increase the call on OPEC crude by 1.1mbpd. And 

while OECD stocks are high by historical standards, they are already 

falling.  

 

Finally, one thing that has been made clear is the interdependence of 

outcomes between countries. What started in Tunisia, moved on to 

Egypt and now Libya. Algeria produces 1.3mbpd and Iran 3.7mbpd 

which on any measure of surplus capacity would be problematic if it 

was to be lost from global production. And of the 4.7mbpd surplus 

capacity estimate from the IEA, 3.5mbpd comes from Saudi Arabia. 

Therefore, the risks are very real.  

 

It is important to stress that an oil crisis is currently not pat of our 

central scenario. Indeed, our Global Research team expects oil prices 

to peak around USD 110 per barrel (pb) before receding in Q2-11 on 

a seasonal reduction in demand. However, what the Global Research 

has done is to stress test the global scenario by trying to calculate 

what would happen if oil prices were to go to USD 150pb and stay 

there for a 4-6 month period.  

 

The results are interesting. At the macro-level, we estimate that this 

scenario would shave 0.4% off US GDP growth. While unwelcome, 

this is hardly catastrophic. For Asia, the impact would be determined 

by the fiscal and monetary policy responses. Higher oil prices can put 

additional pressure on, in some cases already strained, fiscal 

positions due to the increased cost of oil subsidies. Most at risk here 

are India (where the scenario could increase net debt supply by 20%) 

and Malaysia (40%). While Indonesia also has subsidies in place, we 

believe the net fiscal impact for the oil-producing nation is positive. It 

could also affect private demand. 

 

From an interest rate perspective, clearly higher oil prices in an 

environment where inflation is already rising is merely going to add to 

pressure for central banks to raise interest rates. At the moment, the 

Oil production and spare capacity 
concentrated in the hands of few 

Source: IEA, Standard Chartered Bank 
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general outlook is for another 50bps in tightening around the region 

and higher oil prices would likely increase the extent of rate hikes. 

This merely reaffirms our cautious tone to local bond markets – most 

at risk from an inflation perspective is Malaysia according to CPI 

compositions. While fuel subsidies may mitigate the impact, the large 

fiscal deficit may encourage the government to allow some of the 

price increase to pass through to consumers.  

 

 

 

 

 

Also important for the interest rate outlook would be any currency 

weakness induced by higher oil import bills, which could exacerbate 

inflationary trends. Here, South Africa and, to a lesser extent, Korea 

and India are the most at risk.  

 

China, Singapore and Taiwan on paper would see current account 

balances deteriorate markedly but from such a strong position as to 

be irrelevant in our opinion. Indeed, we believe the highest conviction 

currency plays in our armoury at the moment – long SGD against the 

G3 currencies and short USD-CNY – would be further encouraged by 

higher oil prices as both the Monetary Authority of Singapore and 

People’s Bank of China seek to use currency strength to mitigate 

inflationary pressures.  

 

The impact of the above risk scenario on the Australian dollar (AUD) 

is mixed. As a significant oil producer, higher oil prices are generally 

positive for the AUD. However, with the uncertainty will come more 

severe bouts of risk aversion and FX volatility. Given the huge 

speculative long positioning, the risks of the AUD weakening 

significantly, even if on a temporary basis, are growing.  

 

 

 

 

 

On balance, we expect volatility in financial markets to increase on the 

back of Middle Eastern developments. For equity markets, we have 

been talking for some time about the risk of a short-term correction 

given the strong gains we have seen over the past six months. The 

Middle East situation has given people an excuse to take some risk 

off the table. However, the MSCI World index is still higher than end-

January. The lack of significant follow-through to recent losses 

suggests underlying sentiment remains strong for now, with 

fundamentals trumping geo-political uncertainty.  

SGD and CNY favoured currency plays  

 
Source: Bloomberg, Standard Chartered Bank 
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